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Summary
Mud is classified as a Bingham liquid, which, situated in between a hard solid and an ideal liquid, forms a
rheological system in which the physical parameters vary continuously. Moreover, inside this liquid, there is
often a transition zone (at the nautical bottom) in which the shear wave velocity varies almost exponentially.
First we translate this rheological system into a theoretical rheological model that is numerically susceptible to
predict its physical influence on impinging sound. Then, we show theoretically how the interaction of sound
with this rheological model is solved. Finally, we present some numerical results for impinging inhomogeneous
waves and we show how a bounded beam interacts with this continuously layered system. The paper shows that
it is theoretically possible to apply the inhomogeneous wave theory for such a system and also that the Fourier
description of bounded beams works excellent for describing the propagation of bounded beams through mud.
Even though it is widely known that echo sounding cannot reveal the position of the nautical bottom, we show
that its position influences the reflected beam pattern for oblique incidence, which is promising for nautical depth
determination in harbors and rivers.
PACS no. 43.20.Bi, 43.20.El

1. Introduction
It is known from various textbooks that a Bingham liquid is a liquid that behaves like solid under static conditions, but starts to flow if a yield force is applied that
exceeds a critical value. This phenomenon is often called
plastic flow. The description of this flow is beyond our intentions and is left as a matter of investigation for rheologists. Bingham liquids also have other properties that
are more interesting at this point. We are primarily interested in the consequences of a Bingham liquid at rest, i.e.
under macroscopic static conditions, on traversing sound.
An important feature of liquids, showing Bingham behavior, at rest, is the appearance of a spatial phase transition
zone below which the liquid can be fully described as a
Bingham liquid and above which the liquid behaves almost as if it were an ideal liquid. Such liquids appear in
many branches of science and everyday life materials such
as fresh concrete [1, 2], lava [3, 4], mud [5, 6, 7, 8], molten
plastic and even ketchup. The range of applications where
Bingham like behaving liquids appear is even wider. They
appear in the study of periodical river floods [9], gravity
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driven floods [10], sediment mobility [11], climate evolution [12], archeology [13, 14, 15], meteorology [16], geology [17], emulsion [18], and even in engineering problems
when bridges are to be built [19] or in the oil industry and
ecology [20].
Especially in the shipping and dredging industry, it is
of primordial importance to know the nautical depth in
rivers and harbors. The nautical depth is determined by
mud characteristics at the bottom of waterways, see Figure 1. It forms the transition between navigable mud and
non-navigable mud. Navigable mud is almost like water,
whereas non-navigable mud is almost like clay.
In many of the mentioned fields and especially for monitoring waterways, the use of ultrasound is already generally adopted in its simplest form such as echo sounding
[21, 22, 23], where it is highly competitive with other techniques such as laser bathymetry [24]. Nevertheless, the
problem with echo sounding is the fact that the nautical
bottom cannot be detected when normal incidence is applied. The reason is that this transition zone consists of
an almost abrupt change in shear sound parameters, but
not in longitudinal sound parameters. Since normal incident sound doesn’t stimulate shear waves, it is not susceptible for the transition zone. Echo sounding is hence
only practicable for determination of the depth where the
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Figure 1. A schematic of the different layers in a system of mud
in between a hard solid and an ideal liquid.

hard bottom starts (sand, rocks, concrete, . . . ) and where
the transition between water and navigable mud occurs,
not for determining the nautical depth, which is always
located somewhere in between. It is therefore interesting
to develop a theoretical model that describes a more advanced interaction of sound with liquids showing Bingham behavior. More particularly, understanding of the interaction with inhomogeneous waves and obliquely incident bounded beams might be a stimulus to create more
sophisticated technologies to detect the transition zone.
In what follows, we study a rheological system which
is quite similar to mud in a harbor. The parameters used
in the numerical examples for describing mud do not perfectly correspond with the exact parameters, but they are
realistic. For simplicity we have neglected damping in the
numerical examples, except for the hard bottom. Nevertheless, because damping plays an important role in real
physical mud, we have incorporated damping in the theoretical description.

2. Theoretical description of the rheological
model
2.1. Bulk properties
The different layers that are mentioned below, are depicted
in Figure 1. For reasons of simplicity, we limit our model
to where the rheological system of interest is for our purpose fully characterized by its dimensions and its density
and sound velocity. The latter two are supposed to vary
continuously with depth. The influence of the specific microscopic structure on what we are interested in, is hence
considered to be fully contained in the density and velocity values. Therefore, we do not consider explicitly the occurrence of air bubbles [25, 26] or the presence of grains
[27]. The latter assumption is justified by the known fact
that liquids showing Bingham behavior, like for example
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mud, cannot be reduced to special cases of grainy solids
like sand [28].
The rheological system consists of a layer of liquid
showing Bingham behavior (for brevity called ‘Bingham
layer’), covered with water and resting on an infinitely
thick layer of material with constant bulk properties (‘the
underground or the hard bottom’). The Bingham layer itself is built up by three interlayers. The upper interlayer
is that where the liquid finds itself under such physical
conditions that it is almost an ideal fluid (e.g. navigable mud). The lower interlayer is that where the liquid
has been transformed into a Bingham liquid (e.g. nonnavigable mud). The middle layer is the so called ‘transition zone’.
Moreover, the upper interlayer, respectively the lower
interlayer, has low respectively high constant shear velocity, while the transition zone has a nonlinearly continuously varying shear velocity, connecting that of the upper interlayer to that of the lower interlayer. It is in this
layer that the so called ‘phase transition’ appears. We always consider the density varying linearly throughout the
system. The dilatational velocity is considered to be quasi
linearly varying with depth, i.e. linearly if we only take
a look at the particular points mathematically separating
each layer. Demanding pure linearity would be too rigorous, leading to inconsistency of the physical parameters.
If the density and the sound velocities vary sufficiently
slow with depth within each layer, then, locally, plane
waves as well as inhomogeneous waves will be solutions
of the wave equation. Under these circumstances, it has
been shown by Brekhovskikh and Godin [29] that if ' is
the longitudinal wave potential and  the shear wave potential, then, omitting the time dependence exp(;i!t)

;



'(x z ) = (z ) exp ikdxx 
; 
(x z ) = (x z )ey = (z ) exp iksx x ey 

(1)
(2)

with

@ 2 (z ) + g (z )(z ) = 0
d
@z 2
@ 2 (z ) + g (z )(z ) = 0:
s
@z 2

(3)
(4)

Since inhomogeneous waves are local solutions of the
wave equation, the dispersion relation for inhomogeneous
waves [30] holds locally and we get

2
2 = ; !  ; ;p (z )2
gd(z ) + kdx
d0
vdp (z ) 2
2
= (z!) +(2z )(z ) 
2
2
2 = ; !  ; ;p (z )2 = ! (z ) :
gs (z ) + ksx
s0
(z )
vsp (z ) 2

(5)
(6)

The system is considered to behave viscoelastic, whence
[31, 32, 33, 34, 35] for each spot in layer ‘p’

p (z ) = p (z ) ; i! p (z )
1
2

(7)
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p (z ) = p (z ) ; i! p (z )
(8)
1
2
with the Lamé constants p1 and p1 and viscoelastic constants p2 and p2 of (7)–(8) related to the intrinsic damping coefficient for shear waves ps0 , the shear wave velocity vsp , the intrinsic damping coefficient for longitudinal
waves pd0 and the longitudinal wave velocity v dp , through
the dispersion relations [30] (5)–(6), giving

p p
p = ! 2 ;v p 2 p ;! ; p v p  s0 vs + !  (9)
;

s
s
1
s0
!2 + (ps0 vsp )2 2
p
p = 2p ! 2 ;v p 3
(10)

s ; 2
2
s0
! + (ps0 vsp )2 2
p
p = 2p ! 2 ;v p 3
p
(11)

2
d0
d ; 2
2 ; 2 2
p
p
2
! + (d0 vd )
p p
p = ! 2 ;v p 2 p ;! ; p v p  d0 vd + !

1
d
d0 d ; 2
! + (pd0 vdp )2 2
; 2 p1 :
(12)
Whenever necessary, the longitudinal wave velocity v dp
and the shear wave velocity vsp can be extracted from (9)–
(12) and written as a function of the Lamé coefficients and
the frequency. For brevity, in the sequel, we write

p = ;i!
3
p = ;i!
3

p
2
p:
2

(13)
(14)

Relations (9)–(12) and the straightforward extraction of v dp
and vsp are reported here for the first time. Before, solely
approximations were published for extremely low damping coefficients [36, 37, 38].
The differential equations (3)–(4) can only be solved if
gq (q = d s) are sufficiently ‘uncomplicated’ [29]. We
limit the level of difficulty to gq being constant or a linear
function of z . Before describing the interaction of sound
with the rheological system (see next paragraph), it is necessary to determine gq for each layer. Taking into account
the above stated properties of the sound velocities as a
function of depth, we find for the intervals defined in Figure 1,

gs (z )

gd(z )

za ! zb :
gsab (z ) = k~sab
gdab(z ) = k~dab + p~dab z
zb ! zd :
(15)
gsbd (z ) = k~sbd + p~sbd z gdbd(z ) = k~dbd + p~dbdz
zd ! ze :
gsde (z ) = k~sde
gdde(z ) = k~dde + p~dde z
where each k~ and p~ have to be determined, so that the rheological system is consistent with (9)–(12) and the above
stated properties of the density and sound velocities as a
function of depth. The ‘tilde’ is there in order not to mix
up with classical wave numbers. In what follows in this
paragraph, all parameters describe the upper interlayer,

the transition layer and the lower interlayer and not the
covering ideal liquid or the solid underground. Therefore,
for example a parameter e is the value of at the spot
!zee (z ).
lim zz<z
The Lamé constants in the layers za  zb ], zb  zd ] and
zd ze ] are assumed to be continuous through their respective interfaces, whereas for a , a , a , e , e and e given
edge parameters, we demand the following boundary conditions:
2.1.1. Boundary Conditions for Shear Parameters
We demand that for each z

2 za  zb ]

ab (z ) = a 
ab (z ) a
and that for each z

(16)

2 zd ze ]

e
de (z )
de (z ) = e 

(17)

which involves a constant shear velocity in the intervals
za  zb ] and z 2 zd ze ].
2.1.2. Boundary Conditions for Longitudinal Parameters

ab (za ) = a 
de (ze ) = e :

(18)
(19)

2.1.3. Quasi Linearity of the Complex Longitudinal
Velocity
Quasi linearity means linear if only the mathematical spots
za , zb , zd and ze are considered. The complex longitudinal
velocity in a layer ‘p’, of which the real part is the genuine
longitudinal wave velocity is defined as:

vdp =

s

p +2 p
p :

(20)

Remark that this is consistent with (5), because it is the
expression of the generalized complex wave velocity and
not the real wave velocity.
2.1.4. Set of Equations of Boundary and Continuity
Conditions

In what follows, we denote gn = g (zn ).
Conditions (16)–(20) ultimately give:

2
k~sab = a ! ; ( 1a ++
1a
2

!
;
(
1e +
k~ = e

3a )(ksx )2 
3a
3e )(ksx )2 
sde
 ;1 ;z  k~ 1e + 3e ;k~ 
b
sab
sbd
1 zd
p~sbd = k~sde 

(21)
(22)
(23)
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In case p~ = 0,

and
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Equations (21)–(24) enable us to determine the self consistent values k~sab , k~sde , k~sbd , p~sbd , k~dab , p~dab , k~dbd ,
p~dbd, k~dde , p~dde that determine the rheological system
that is considered here. In Figure 2, an example is given
as how the wave velocities and density may evolve as a
function of depth. More details concerning Figure 2 will
follow in the next paragraph.

3. The interaction of inhomogeneous waves
with the rheological model
Before building a continuity matrix, it is first necessary to
find solutions of (1)–(4).
If we rewrite equations (3)–(4) for f =  or f =  as

@ 2 f ;  ; p~z ; k~ f = 0
@z 2

and take

;  ;

= ; p~ ;2=3 ; p~z ; k~

(25)

(28)



(31)
(32)

q

 (33)
;
+ Cwsab exp ; i k~sab (z ; zb ) 
ab (z ) = Cmdab Ary0 ( dab ) + Cwdab Ary2 ( dab ) (34)
bd (z ) = Cmsbd Ary0 ( sbd ) + Cwsbd Ary2 ( sbd ) (35)
bd (z ) = Cmdbd Ary0 ( dbd ) + CwdbdAry2 ( dbd) (36)
;q

de (z ) = Cmsde exp i k~sde (z ; zd)
; q
 (37)
+ Cwsde exp ; i k~sde (z ; ze ) 
de (z ) = Cmdde;Ary0 ( dde) + Cwdde Ary2 ( dde ) (38)
s (z ; ze ) 
u (z ) = S exp ikuz
(39)
;

d
u (z ) = D exp ikuz (z ; ze ) :
(40)

The unknown parameters Q S D and all C s can now be
obtained by creating a continuity matrix that connects the
sound fields in each layer. The spots za and ze involve
abrupt changes of the sound velocity and density. Hence,
we demand continuity of normal stress and displacement
there. All other spots involve continuous changes of density and sound velocity, whence we demand continuity of
the acoustical potentials (31)–(40) and their first derivatives.
The stress tensor is given by

ij = ij ~ "kk + 2~"ij 

(41)

where we have used the double suffix Einstein notation
convention. The strain tensor " is denoted by its elements

i + @uj 
"ij = 12 @u
@rj @ri

(42)

u = r' + r  :

(43)

The continuity matrix can be found straightforwardly from
the continuity conditions given above and taking into account Snell’s law stating that the lateral component of the
wave vector remains unaltered in the layered system. The
result is:

CONT

(29)

The Airy function of the first kind is denoted by Ary 0 with
derivative Ary1 , while the Airy function of the second kind
is denoted by Ary2 with derivative Ary3 .
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;

inc = A exp ikincz z 
;

r = Q exp ; ikincz (z ; za) 
;q

ab (z ) = Cmsab exp i k~sab (z ; za )

(27)

with

@f = ; p~ C Ary ( ) + C Ary ( ) :
w 3
@z
(;p~)2=3 m 1

(30)

with displacement vector

which is the Airy equation, whence [39]

f = Cm Ary0 ( ) + Cw Ary2 ( )

p

Taking into account relations (15), we use the following acoustical potentials (‘inc’=incident, ‘r’=reflected,
‘u’=underground):

(26)

then (25) becomes

@ 2 f ; f = 0
@ 2

p

; 
;

f = Cm exp i k~z + Cw exp ; i k~z :

1515

U

151 =

K

151 

with

U = Q Cmdab  Cwdab Cmsab  Cwsab 
Cmdbd Cwdbd Cmsbd  Cwsbd  Cmdde

(44)
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Table I. Boundary values at some particular spots in the layered
system. vlong : Longitudinal velocity.

Figure 2. Density and sound velocities as a function of depth for
the system shown in Figure 1 and applied in calculations that
produce Figures 3–10.

Cwdde Cmsde  Cwsde  D S T 
(45)
inc
inc
K = ; 2 w kincx kincz   ikincz  
2 )inc  0 : : :  0 T  (46)
(;!2 w + 2 w kincx
and

2 c1 0 0
6
CONT = 64 c02 cc34 c05

3

0
0 77 
05
0 0 c6 c7

(47)

with in CONT ] blocks of zeros denoted by ‘0’ and the
other elements given in (A1)–(A7).

4. Numerical results for incident inhomogeneous waves
To keep things short, incident inhomogeneous waves are
described as pure plane waves, except that their wave vector is complex valued. Hence

kinc = k1inc + ik2inc 

(48)

k2inc " = inc ; inc :

(49)

with

inc

is the damping vector, while  inc is the inhomogeneity vector. More properties can be found in numerous articles [30, 40]. An example of the amplitude profile
and wave vectors of an undamped inhomogeneous wave is
shown in the right upper corner of Figure 1. It is known
that if pure homogeneous plane waves, i.e. k 2inc = 0, scatter from plane interfaces, that in general inhomogeneous
waves will be transmitted into the opposing medium if
damping is present. However, it has also been shown before that incident inhomogeneous waves can deliver some
insight into what will happen to the profile of bounded
beams if they are reflected from the interface [41]. The
main problem however with the formation of bounded
beams by a superposition of inhomogeneous waves is that,

Spot

Position [m]

Density [kg/m3 ]

vlong [m/s]

z0
za
zb
zd
ze

0.1
0
-0.45
-0.50
-1

1050
2500

1490
2500

Table II. Boundary values in some particular intervals in the
layered system. : Density, vlong : Longitudinal velocity, vshear :
Shear velocity.
Interval

z0
za
zd

! za
! zb
! ze

Underground
(hard bottom)

 [kg/m3 ]

vlong [m/s]

vshear [m/s]

1050
3000

1480
3000

0
100
1500
2000

besides its great opportunities to describe and understand
beam displacements like the Schoch effect, the propagation of such mathematical beams is often not very convenient. Since it is our aim to depict exactly how a transmitted bounded beam propagates into the layers, we choose
not to decompose bounded beams into inhomogeneous
waves, but into pure plane waves using the Fourier decomposition.
Nevertheless, a limited study of the reflection coefficient of inhomogeneous waves gives us the opportunity
to already predict some phenomena that will occur in the
next paragraph, where the reflection and transmission of
bounded beams are studied. As an example, we have taken
the parameters of Tables I and II, which are graphically
given in Figure 2. Furthermore, we have solely considered
(strong) damping in the underground, not in the other layers. In Figure 3, a frequency of 150 kHz is applied. It is
seen that the reflection coefficient (shown as its intensity
in dB) as a function of the angle of incidence (defined in
Figure 1) and as a function of the incident inhomogeneity (a positive inhomogeneity inc is also shown in Figure 1), shows an elevated intensity (peaks) in some regions and much smaller intensity in other regions. This
phenomenon also appears if the interaction of inhomogeneous waves with metal plates is considered. It is well
known that a reflection coefficient less than unity shifts an
inhomogeneous wave to the direction in which it shows exponential growth, while a reflection coefficient exceeding
unity shifts an inhomogeneous wave to direction in which
it shows exponential decay. Furthermore, the smaller the
value of jinc j, the larger the shift to left or right. Because
the reflection coefficients for positive inhomogeneities is
nowhere negative (in dB), it can already be concluded that
inhomogeneous waves will never be shifted in the positive
x-direction. Hence, a backward beam shift will never oc-
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Figure 3. Intensity in dB of reflected inhomogeneous waves as a
function of the angle of incidence and inhomogeneity.

=

Figure 5. Total sound field inside the layers for angle of incidence
0 . This situation corresponds with classical echo sounding. The
transition zone has no influence on the reflected beam.

Figure 4. Total amplitude at z
za as a function of the lateral
distance (x-axis) and as a function of the angle of incidence. The
incident beam impinges the layers at z za , x
.

Figure 6. Total sound field inside the layers for angle of incidence
7.36 .

cur. It is seen in Figure 3 that, at 38.07 , an amplitude peak
occurs for very low inhomogeneity. Hence, a very strong
beam shift can be expected there. Furthermore, all other
peaks for relatively low inhomogeneities are roughly situated in between 20 and 50 . It can therefore be expected
that strong beam shifts will occur within that interval of
incidence angles and that the strongest shift will appear at
38.07.

pendix (A25)–(A29). A continuous Gaussian beam of frequency 150 kHz and width 0.3 m, decomposed into plane
waves using the Fourier decomposition, is impinging at the
spot (z = za , x = 0). This is schematically visualized in
Figure 1. The thereby generated normalized amplitude of
the particle displacements along z = za are depicted in
Figure 4 as a function of the angle of incidence. Hence,
the incident beam can be noticed at x = 0 and also the
reflected sound is visible. Furthermore, it is noticed that
the reflected ‘beam’ undergoes a sweep to larger distances
and then back to smaller distances as the angle of incidence grows. This sweep exceedingly occurs in the interval between 20 and 50 and is strongest at 38.07 as was
predicted in the previous paragraph. The phenomenon that
causes this sweep is explained below, where the physical
appearance of the bounded beam inside the layers is depicted. In Figures 5–10, the normalized amplitude of the
particle displacements is depicted inside the layers and
for angles of incidence corresponding to some remarkable spots in Figure 4. It is seen from Figure 5 that for

=

=0

5. Numerical results for incident bounded
beams
It is worthwhile to present the total displacement field inside the rheological system in order to visualize how an incident bounded beam propagates and scatters through the
different layers. We know that each incident inhomogeneous wave generates the acoustical potentials (31)–(40).
If we take into account (31)–(40) and (43), then the displacement fields can be obtained. They are listed in the ap-
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Figure 7. Total sound field inside the layers for angle of incidence
27.93 . It is clear that, contrary to Figure 5, the transition zone
influences the reflected beam.

Figure 8. Total sound field inside the layers for angle of incidence
38.07 . This corresponds with the maximum sweep in Figure 4.

normal incidence, there is complete transmission through
the transition layer. This is the reason why in echo sounding the transition layer is not detectable. From Figure 6
and Figure 7, it is seen that at more or less randomly chosen angles 7.36 respectively 27.93, part of the sound is
transmitted through the transition layer, while part is reflected. This shows that, even though there is no abrupt
change but a strong continuous change in physical parameters, contrary to normally incident sound, obliquely incident sound is susceptible to the presence of the transition
zone. There is however an angle of 38.07  at which the
transition layer let incident sound pass completely. It is at
this angle that a large beam sweep (or shift) is visible in
Figure 4. The sweep happens because the bounded beam
propagates over a large distance up to the underground,
without being affected by the transition layer that crosses
its path. For larger angles, incident sound gets reflected
(see Figure 9) again in the transition layer. Furthermore,
there is an angle of 55.53  at which the incident sound is
perfectly reflected from the transition layer.
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Figure 9. Total sound field inside the layers for angle of incidence
48.04 . There is no penetration into the non-navigable mud.

Figure 10. Total sound field inside the layers for angle of incidence 55.53 .

Figure 11. This figure is equal to Figure 4, except that here zb

=

;0:55 m and zd = ;0:6 m, which means that the transition layer

is 10 cm lower. The difference is noticeable in the reflected beam
pattern and can be used to measure the nautical depth in harbors.

In the shipping and the dredging industry, it is important
to find out where exactly the transition zone is situated in
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order to determine the depth of the nautical bottom. Even
though the physical parameters that are incorporated here
do not perfectly correspond with the parameters of physical mud, it is interesting to show that the position of the
transition zone influences the reflected beam profile for
oblique incidence. Therefore we have repeated the calculation of Figure 4 in Figure 11, except for the only difference that the transition zone is now 10 cm deeper, i.e.
zb = ;0:55 m and zd = ;0:60 m.
Comparison of Figure 11 with Figure 4 shows that the
reflected beam profile is indeed influenced by the depth of
the transition zone, especially in the practicable range of
small angles of incidence. The study of the reflected beam
profile is hence a promising technique for determination of
the nautical bottom. Further details are beyond the scope
of this paper.

20
60
c2 = 664 0

;0 
Ary0 dab (zb )
0;


1 dab (zb )
3 dab (zb )
0 ; p~dab(Ary
; p~dab(Ary
;p~dab )2=3
;p~dab )2=3
3

;q
1 7
exp i k~sab (zb ; za)
q
q0
q0 777(A2)
;

i k~sab exp i k~sab (zb ; za ) ;i k~sab 5
0
0

2
0
0
66 ;Ary0 ; dbd(zb) ;Ary2; dbd(zb)
c3 = 64
;0
 
;0

p~dbd Ary dbd (zb ) p~dab Ary dbd (zb )
(;p~dbd ) =
(;p~dbd ) =
;

;

;Ary0 sbd (zb ) ;Ary2 sbd (zb ) 3
7
0
0
   p~sbd Ary ;sbd (zb ) psbd Ary ;sbd (zb ) 775
(;p~sbd ) =
(;p~sbd ) =
1

6. Concluding remarks
Contrary to existing models [42, 43] for ‘discrete layers of homogeneous sediment material’, a model is developed that is susceptible to simulate the interaction of
sound with a liquid showing Bingham features (like mud),
where layers of very fine sediment are involved possessing
‘continuously varying material parameters’, situated in between an ideal liquid and a hard solid. It is shown that the
reflection coefficient for incident inhomogeneous waves
shows peaks exceeding unity which are also present in earlier studies on discontinuously layered materials such as
coated metal plates swamped in water. A qualitative study
of these peaks has revealed strong beam displacements at
certain angles. This was numerically confirmed by studying the interaction of bounded beams with the rheological
system using the Fourier decomposition. This work shows
that strong varying physical properties inside a continuously layered system may have serious consequences on
impinging sound, such as total reflection or total transmission. Furthermore it is shown that the reflected beam
profile for oblique incidence is influenced by the nautical
depth. This may have important applications in the shipping and dredging industry.

The different elements of the continuity matrix given in
(47) are obtained and given in (A1)–(A7)

2 ;2 k k P
w incx incz mdab0 Pwdab0
ikincz
Pmdab1 Pwdab1   
c1 = 4
2
w !2 ; 2 w kincx
Pmdab2 Pwdab2
3
2
ab (za ) ;kincx + gsab (za )] Pwsab0
ikincx q
Pwsab1 75

;2 ab (za )kincx k~sab Pwsab2
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3

2 3

1

0

(A1)

2 3

3

2 3

(A3)

2 3

0

2
0
0
66 Ary0; dbd(zd) Ary2; dbd(zd)

c4 = 64
0
0;

;

dbd (zd )
p~dbd Ary dbd (zd )
; p~dab(Ary
(;p~dbd ) =
;p~dbd ) =
;
 Ary ; (z ) 3
Ary0 sbd (zd )
2 sbd d
7
0;
0
   p~sbd Ary sbd (zd) p~sbd Ary ;sbd (zd) 775(A4)
; (;p~sbd ) =
; (;p~sbd ) =
1

3

2 3

1

0

2 3

3

2 3

2 3

0

2
0
0
66 ;Ary0 ; dde(zd) ;Ary2; dde(zd)
c5 = 64
;0

;0
 
p~dde Ary dde (zd ) p~dde Ary dde (zd )
(;p~dde ) =
(;p~dde ) =
q
;
 3
;1
; exp ; i k~sde (zd ; ze ) 7
77 (A5)
0q
q0 q
;

;i k~sde i k~sde exp ; i k~sde (zd ; ze ) 75
1

3

2 3

0

Appendix

;0 
Ary2 dab (zb )
0;
 

2 3

0

2 ikincxAry ; dde(ze ) ikincxAry ; dde(ze )
66 ; p~ddeAry0;dde(ze) ; p~ddeAry2;dde(ze)
c6 = 64
(;p~dde ) =
(;p~dde ) =
Pmdde13
Pwdde13
Pwdde14
14
q 3
q Pmdde

;
p
;i k~sde exp qi ksde (ze ; zd) i k~sde 7
;

7
ikincx exp i k~sde (ze ; zd) ikincx 77 (A6)
Pmsde13
Pwsde13 5
1

2 3

Pmsde14

3

2 3

Pwsde14
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3
s
;ikincx
ikuz
d
77 (A7)
;ikuz
;ikincx
d
2
2 u kincx kuz
u (kincx ; u gsu ) 5
2
s
u kincx +( u +2 u )gdu 2 u kincx kuz

with, in (A1)–(A7):

;



1 dab (za )
Pmdab0 = ;2i ab(za )kincx p~dab(Ary
;p~dab)2=3

;

2 + gsab (za )
; kincx
q

 exp ; i k~sab (za ; zb )

(A9)

ab (za )

;
Pmdab1 = ; (;p~p~dab)2=3 Ary1
dab

;
Pwdab1 = ; (;p~p~dab)2=3 Ary3
dab

(A10)



dab (za )

(A11)



dab (za )

(A12)

 q

Pwsab1 = ikincx exp ; i k~sab (za ; zb )

h

Pmdab2 = ;

h

i

;
(z ) Ary

+ 2 ab a dab a

Pwdab2 = ;

(A13)

2 ; ; ab (za )
ab (za )kincx


(z ) g

(A14)


(z )

0 dab a

2 ; ; ab (za )
ab (za )kincx

i



;

(A15)

+ 2 ab (za ) gdab(za ) Ary2 dab (za )



q

(A16)
Pwsab2 = 2 ab (za )kincx k~sab
 q~
 exp ; i ksab (za ; zb )

Pmdde13 = ;2i de(ze )kincx (;p~p~dde)2=3
dde

 Ary1

;

Pwdde13 = ;2i de(ze )kincx (;p~p~dde)2=3
dde
;
 Ary3
Pmsde13 =

de (ze )

de (ze )

h;

Pmdde14 = ;

Pwdde14 = ;

h;



3 dab (za )
Pwdab0 = ;2i ab(za )kincx p~dab(Ary
;p~dab)2=3

Pwsab0 =

(A8)

Pwsde13 =

(A17)



dde (ze )

(A18)


(z )

dde e

2 + gsde (ze )
(A19)
; kincx
 q~
 exp i ksde (ze ; zd)

2 + gsde (ze )
; kincx

(A20)



de (ze ) + 2 de (ze ) gdde (ze ) (A21)
i ;

2
+ de (ze )kincx
Ary0 dde(ze )



de (ze ) + 2 de (ze ) gdde (ze ) (A22)
i ;

2
+ de (ze )kincx
Ary2 dde (ze )

q

(A23)
Pmsde14 = ;2 de (ze )kincx k~sde
 q~
 exp i ksde (ze ; zd)

q

Pwsde14 = 2 de (ze )kincx k~sde :

(A24)

The particle displacement fields within the different layers
of the rheological system are given as:

h

;



uw = ikincx Q exp ; ikincz (z ; za )
;
i ;

+ A exp ikincz (z ; z0 ) exp ikincx x ex
h
;
+ ikincz ; Q exp ; ikincz (z ; za ) (A25)
;
i ;

+ A exp ikincz (z ; z0 ) exp ikincx x ez



uab = ikincx Cmdab Ary0 (

dab )+ Cwdab Ary2 ( dab )

 exp(ik

x)e

incx x
q

; i k~sab Cmsab exp i k~sab (z ; za )
 q~
i
; Cwsab exp ; i ksab (z ; zb )
;

 exp ikincx x ex
;

; (;p~p~dab)2=3 exp ikincx x
; dab

 Cmdab Ary1 ( dab ) + Cwdab Ary3 ( dab ) ez
;
+ ikincx exp ikincx x
(A26)
h
 q~
 Cmsab exp i ksab (z ; za )
 q~
i

q

+ Cwsab exp ; i ksab (z ; zb ) ez



ubd = ikincx CmdbdAry0 (

dbd )+ Cwdbd Ary2 ( dbd )

;
exp ik


x

 exp(ikincx x)ex
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;
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;
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+
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;



 CmdbdAry1 ( dbd) + CwdbdAry3 ( dbd) ez
;
+ ikincx exp ikincx x
(A27)
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 Cmsbd Ary0 ( sbd ) + CwsbdAry2 ( sbd ) ez
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